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Several years ago a major breakthrough in the study of intersection sets 
(l-intersection sets) in affine spaces over finite fields was obtained by 
R. E. Jamison in [7]. Subsequently, an alternative treatment of some of 
Jamison’s results was given by A. E. Brouwer and A. Schrijver in [ 11. 
In this work we generalize the results in Cl, 71 in several different direc- 
tions, although our work is connected with some very general questions 
concerning certain polynomials in several variables over Galois fields. In 
particular, we obtain lower bounds on r-intersection sets and on t- 
coverings by subspaces. In the special case when the subspaces are in fact 
hyperplanes we offer two different proofs, one based on the method in Cl] 
(Sections 1,2) the other on the ideas in [7] (Sections 3,4]. Moreover, the 
work in Section 3 also provides a significant simplification of the proof in 
c71. 
Our results in Section 1 connect the t-intersection question with a 
general lower bound, obtained by elementary methods, on the degree of a 
polynomial in several variables over GF(q) having certain multiplicity 
properties (Theorem 1.4). We also point out what appears to be an inter- 
esting and surprising connection between the attainment of this lower 
bound and the existence of certain well-studied configurations known as 
arcs in projective spaces. 
In Section 4 we discuss further applications to filling the points of 
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1. POLYNOMIAL MULTIPLICITIES 
We denote by R the polynomial ring k[x,, . . . . x,] = k[x] in yt variables 
xi, . . . . x, over the field F. Frequently F= GF(q) the finite field of order q, 
q =pf. Sometimes we denote the variables by x, y, . . . . Any f in R is 
uniquely expressible as a sum of terms (monomials) 
(1) 
Let a = (a,, . . . . a,) be in F”. (As usual, 0 denotes (0, . . . . O).) We some- 
times refer to a as the point P= P(a) = P(a,, . . . . a,) in the n-dimensional 
vector space V(n, F) or n-dimensional affine space Q = AG(n, F) over F. 
Put yi=xi--ai, 1 <i<n so xi=yi+C&. Substituting in (1) f can then also 
be uniquely “expanded at P” by the following formula: 
(2) 
Let t be the largest non-negative integer such that for every non-zero term 
/?i,i2...i, we have i, + i, + . . . + i, 3 t. Then we say that f has multiplicity t 
at P: in symbols mult,f= t. Iffis the zero polynomial then it is convenient 
to say that mult,fb t for every positive integer t: in symbols mult,f= co. 
The following result is then easily seen to hold: 
1.1. LEMMA. Zf mult,fa t and mult,gZ t for f, g in R then 
mult.(ffg) Z t. 
1.2. LEMMA. Let f, g, h in R with f = gh. Assume that mult,f 2 t and 
mult, g = s < t. Then mult, h > t - s. 
We remark that mult,f> 1 simply means that f vanishes at P. 
Again, for t a non-neagative integer, we denote by J,(xr, x2, . . . . x,) the 
ideal in R = F[x,, x2, . . . . x,] that is generated by the monomials 
(x;l--~,)~l (x~--x,)~~~~~(x~--x~)~~, where il, iz, . . . . i, are non-negative 
integers with il + i, + . . + i, = t. In symbols, 
J,=((x’:-xl)i1(xq-x,)i2...(xPI-xn)inIil+i2+ . ..+i.=t). 
We note that for all P in 52 and f in J, we have mult,fg t. 
With f written as in (1) recall that the degree (total degree) off is the 
maximum of ii + i2 + ... + i, taken over all choices of (iI, i,, . . . . i,) with 
clili2 _. in # 0. We also speak of the degree off in xi, written deg., f, 1 < i $ n, 
when f is regarded as a polynomial in the single variable xi over the 
domain D = F[x,, . . . . xi-i, x,+ r, . . . . x,]. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let f-= GF(q), and let f in R satisfy mult,f > t for all P 
in Q, with t a non-negative integer. Then f is in Jt[xI, x2, . . . . xn]. 
ProoJ: Let n = 1, so R = F[x] Then f is divisible by (x - a)’ for all a 
in F. SO f is divisible by n,in F (X - a)f = (nain F (X - a))r = (x” -x)‘. 
Note also that the result holds trivially for any number of variables when 
t = 0. Now we use double induction on U, the number of variables, and on 
o, the multiplicity, with 1 < u and 0 <u. Assume the result holds for all U, u 
whenever w  < n and DQ t and whenever v< t and U< n, where n 3 2 and 
t > 1. Write x1 =x. For any CI in F we have /= (x-a) A, + B,. Here, 
by the remainder theorem in D[x], D = F[x,, . . . . xn], we have 
B, =f(a, xz, . . . . x,). Now, by hypothesis, multpf3 t for all P and in par- 
ticular for all points P of the form (a, Q, . . . . a,). It follows that 
B, = B, [x2, . . . . x,] has multiplicity at least t at all points (CQ, . . . . a,) in 
AG(n - 1, F). By induction, B, is in Jt(xI, . . . . x,] and so is in 
J, [Xl 2 x2, ..., x,]. From Theorem 1.1 we have that mult,g> t for all P in 
Sa, where g=(x-(r)A,. Let P#u in F. We have A.=(x-B)A~+~~, 
where B, = A,(& x2, ..-, x,). The.refore g = (x - a:l(x - 8) A p + (x -u) 8, 
has, in particular, multiplicity at least t al all points (fi, a2, . . . . a,). There- 
fore (/? - CX) B, = (/? - CL) Bp(x2, . . . . x,) has multiplicity at least t at all 
points (cI~, . . . . a,) in AG(n - 1, F). By induction we have as before that 
(p-a) B,, and so, B, is in J,[x,, x2, . . . . x,]. Then (x-a) B, is in J,, since 
J, is an ideal. We then have from Theorem 1.1 that H= (x- a)(~-/?) A, 
has multiplicity at least t at all points P of 52. Suppose y # ~1, B. We have 
A, = (x-y) A, + B,. Proceeding like this over all elements y in F we end 
up with an equation 
where V is in J, = J, = Jt[xI, x2, . . . . x,]. By Theorem 1.1 we have that 
mult,(xg - x) U> t for all points P in Sz. From Theorem 1.2 we obtain 
mult, U> t - 1. By induction it then follows that U is in J,_ 1, so 
(x9 - x) U is in J,. Since J, is an ideal with V in J, and f = (xq - x) U+ V 
it follows that f is in 1,. 
Our main result in this section follows 
1.4. THEOREM. Let F= GF(q), t a posirive integer, and let ,f in 
FCx 1 > ..., x, ] = F[x J satisfy the following conditimx 
(4 f(o)+0 
(b) mult, f 2 t for all non-zero points P in Q = AG(n, F). 
Then deg(f)>(n+t-l)(q-1). 
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Proof: Let a # 0 in F. Then as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 we 
have f= (X-CC) A, + B,, with B, =f(a, x2, . . . . x,). Note now that 
de.df) 3 W&l so that we then have deg(f) 2 deg(x- K) A,. From our 
hypothesis we have that muhe B, > t for all points Q = (a,, . . . . a,) in 
AG(n- 1, F). From Theorem 1.3 we obtain that B, is in J,[x,, . . . . x,] and 
so it is in Jt[xl, . . . . x,]. Proceeding over all non-zero a in F- (0) we 
obtain an equation of the form f = (x4- ' - 1) U + V, where x1 = x, U is in 
FIX,, . . . . xn], Vis in Jt[xl, . . . . x,], and deg(f)adeg(xY-‘-1) U. 
Indeed, working with all the variables in turn we obtain 
f=[n~=,(~~-~--l)]L+M with deg(f)>deg[n;,,(x~~‘-l)]L= 
n(q-l)+degL. 
For t = 1 the result can be established directly. We refer to Theorem 1.8 
for a proof. For the general case we revert to the equation above, namely, 
f = (xq- ’ - 1) U + V. Since V(0) = 0 and f (0) # 0 we have U(0) # 0. From 
Theorems 1.1, 1.2 we have also that mu&, U> t- 1 for all points P in Q 
with P#O. The main result now follows by induction on t, the number of 
variables. 
In fact the argument in Theorem 1.4 also demonstrates the following 
result. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let f satisfy the assumptions (a) and (b) of 1.4. Then 
where U is in F[x,, . . . . x,], V is in Jt[xI, . . . . xn], and deg(f)> 
n(q- l)+deg(U). 
1.6. Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 1.4 is not valid if we do not 
assume (a). For a counterexample in any number n of variables let 
f=xY-x,. Then f satisfies (b) with t = 1, but we do not have that 
deg(f) 2 n(q - 1) if n 2 3. 
We come to the very interesting question as to when equality can occur 
in Theorem 1.4. We need a definition. 
DEFINITION. In C = PG(m, q) the projective space of dimension m over 
GF(q) an arc A is a set of points (respectively, hyperplanes) with 
I A I> m + 1 having the property that no subset of m + 1 points (or hyper- 
planes) of A lie on a hyperplane of C (pass through a point of C). Some 
recent results on arcs are in [4]. 
1.7. THEOREM. Let A be an arc in C= PG(n - 1, q), such that 
1 A 1 = n - 1 + t. Then there exists a polynomiulf satisfying (a), (b) of 1.4 and 
with deg(f) = (n + t - l)(q- 1). 
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Proof: We regard Z as the ideal hyperplane of A = PG(n, q). The points 
of A not on Z form the points of the n-dimensional afhne space 
52 = AG(n, q). 
Let A = {L,, Lz, . . . . L,, 1 be an arc of hyperplanes in Z, with s = n - 1 + t. 
Denote by Mi, 1~ i< s, the hyperplane of A spanned by Li and a fixed 
point (the origin) of Q. By removing the ideal points Li of Mj we obtain 
a hyperplane Hi in Q. This hyperplane Hi of .Q has a linear equation which, 
by abuse of notation, we denote by H, = 0. Then the zeros of IS- r - 1 are 
all points of 52 not lying on Hi= 0. (To see this note that each non-zero 
translate of Hi has equation H, - c1= 0, c( # 0. The result follows from the 
fact that nEfo (Hi-a) = HP-‘- 1.) From the arc condition each non- 
zero point of Q lies on at least t hyperplanes of B, where B denotes the set 
of all hyperplanes which are non-zero translates of an Hi, 1 d i < S. 
Moreover, the origin lies on none of the hyperplanes of B. Corresponding 
to B we note that f= nIf= 1 (Hf-’ - 1) satisfies (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.4. 
Moreover, we have 
deg(f)=s(q-l)=(n+t-l)(q-1). 
This completes the proof. 
Because the case t = 1 of Theorem 1.4 has been of special interest we 
sketch, for the sake of completeness, several different proofs in that case. 
1.8. THEOREM. Let F= GF(q), and let f in F[x,, . . . . x,] satisfy the 
following conditions. 
(4 f(O) #O 
(b) f(P)=OifP#O. 
Then deg(f) > n(q - 1). 
Proof 1. Let f(0) = y. Then the polynomials (l/r)f and g, where 
g=(1-x~~1)~~~(1-x~~‘)agreeatallpoints.FromTheorem1.3orusing 
[6, p. 113, problem 51, (l/y) f-g lies in J, [x1, . . . . x,]. From this (6, 
p. 113, problem 7) we deduce that deg(f) > n(q - 1). 
Proof 2. Let f (0) = y #O. We make use of the fact that if m is any 
positive integer then 
’ 
am= 
if q - 1 divides m 
a in F -t!l otherwise. 
Our proof is closely related to that of the classical Chevalley-Warning 
theorem (see [7]) as follows: 
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Let s = deg (f). Assume s < n(q - 1). Then f is a linear combination of 
monomials each of degree at most s. If xP = xylxy.. .x; is one such 
monomial then 
where Q = AG(n, q) the affine space of dimension n over GF(q). Since 
s < n(q - 1) one of pji, 1 <j 6 n, say pj is not divisible by q - 1, so, from the 
fact above, the ith term in the product will then be zero. If follows that 
Zainaf(a)=O. But C,i,nf(a)=YfO- 
Proof 3. Letf=Ex,,...,x~...x~. If m is any non-negative integer then, 
for each i, 1 < i<n, we have xq+“‘=xT(xg - xi) +xT+‘. Using this (i.e., 
reducing modulo xr - xi) we obtain f= g + H, where H is in Jr [xi, . . . . x,], 
deg (f) >, deg (g) and deg,g 6 q - 1, 16 i 6 n. The result follows then from 
the following lemma pointed out to me by R. M. Wilson, since, from the 
lemma, deg (g) = n(q - 1). 
LEMMA. Let g in GF(q)[x,, . . . . x,] be such that g(P) = 0 for all P # 0 in 
Q=AG(n, q). Assume deg,,(g)<q- 1, 1 <i<n. Then g=y(xy-‘- 1) . . . 
(x:-l - 1) for some y in GF(q). 
Proof of lemma. We induct on n, the result holding for n = 1. Assume 
the result holds for n - 1 variables. Write g as 
g= i cix;, where ci = ci(xl, x1, . . . . x, _ i). 
i=l 
Suppose that for some (/Ii, p2, . . . . Pnel) # (0, 0, . . . . 0) and for some j we 
have cj(Bl) P2, . . . . pnpl)#O. Since g(P1,82,...,Pn-l,a)=0 for all M in 
GF(q) we obtain (by substituting, in g, /I1 for xl, . . . . p,- 1 for x,- 1) a 
non-zero polynomial in x, of degree at most q - 1 and having q roots a. 
This is impossible. Therefore cj(pl, /?*, . . . . /I,- l) = 0 for all choices of 
(Pl 9 P2 9 ..*> Pn-l)z(O,O,~~~, 0), and all j, 1 <j< r. We also have that 
deg,cjdq- 1, 1 <i<n- 1. B y induction it follows that for each 
i, 1 < id n, there is an element yi in GF(q) such that 
c.=~.(X~-l-l)(X;-l-l)...(X~~~-l). I I 
Therefore, 
g=(x;-1-1)(x4,P1 -l)...(x;::-l)H(x,) 
for some polynomial H in F[xn]. For TV #0 we have g(0, 0, . . . . CC) = 0. 
Substituting gives 0 =(-1),-l H(a). Therefore H(E) =0 for all CI #O. 
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This gives that X, - 01 divides H, CI # 0, implying that x:-l - 1 divides 
H(x,). Since deg,ng< q- 1 we obtain degXnH6 q- 1. This yields 
H,, = y,(x;-‘- l), for some y,, in GF(q) implying, in turn, that 
g=yn(X~-l-l)(x~-l-l)...(X~-l-l). 
1.9. Remark. This argument in fact establishes Theorem 1.5 for the case 
t= 1. 
Our next result, for two variables, will give a generalization of 
Theorem 1.8. 
1.10. THEOREM. Let A, B be subsets of F. Let f (x, y) in GF(q)[x, y] be 
such that 
(4 f(o)+0 
(b) f(P) = 0 whenever either the first coordinate of P is in A or the 
second coordinate of P is in B. 
Then f =g + H, where H is in J, [x, y], deg H < degf, and degf > 
IAI+IBI. 
ProoJ As in Proof 3 we can reduce mod(x9 - x) and mod( yq - y). This 
gives us an equation of the form 
f=g+H withdeg,g<q-l,deg,g<q-1, and degH6degJ: 
There follows then that deg f 3 deg g. We can write 
g= 5 CiXi, ct=c,(y). 
i=l 
Since g(a, p) = 0 for any CI in A, p in F, and deg, g 6 q - 1 it follows that, 
for all /I in B, y - /,? divides g. Similarly, for all CI in A, x - a divides g. Since 
GF(q)[x, y] is a unique factorization domain we obtain that 
n, in A (X - a) np in B ( y - fi) divides g. This yields that deg g > 1 A 1 + j B I. 
Since deg f > deg g we then obtain deg f > I A 1 -I- ) B I as required. 
We can now give a fourth proof of Theorem 1.8. 
Proof 4. Use the special case of Theorem 1.10 when A = B = GF*(q) = 
GJlq) - (0). 
2. SOME APPLICATIONS TO GEOMETRY 
We give a summary of some of the discussion in [7], as follows. Let W 
be a set of points in D = AG(n, q) the affine space of dimension n over 
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GF(q), such that each hyperplane of 52 contains at least t points of W, 
where t is some positive integer. Let us refer to W as an intersection set of 
multiplicity t or as a t-intersection set. If t = 1 then we simply refer to Was 
an intersection set. 
As in Theorem 1.7 we regard the points of Q as the points of 
n = PG(n, q) that do not lie on the ideal hyperplane C = PG(n - 1, q). Let 
P be any point of W. We choose P as the origin of Q. Let T be the usual 
duality of A which maps the point (a,, c1i, . . . . ~1,) to the hyperplane 
C%, al, ...> a,]. Then T maps P = 0 to the hyperplane C. The points of 
W - {P} map to a set of hyperplanes in n yielding a set B of hyperplanes 
in Q with the following properties: 
(a) No hyperplane in B passes through the origin, i.e., B is a set of 
non-zero hyperplanes of Sz. 
(b) Each point of Q- {PI, i.e., each non-zero point of Q lies on at 
least t members of B. 
(c) IBI=IW(-1. 
Now each hyperplane (T; in B = {pi, (TV, . . . . B,}, s = 1 BI , has a linear equa- 
tion denoted also by oi = 0. 
Put f = l-If= i ci. Properties (a), (b) above guarantee that f satisfies 
properties (a), (b), respectively, of Theorem 1.4. Since deg f = ) BI = 
I WI - 1, we have established the following result: 
2.1. THEOREM. Let W be a t-intersection set in Q = AG(n, q). Then 
I Wl>(n+t-l)(q-l)+l. 
Note that the case t = 1 of this result is shown in [7]: it is also the main 
result of [ 11. 
We do not need duality to show the next result which is immediate from 
Theorem 1.4. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let B be any set of non-zero hyperplanes in Sz = AG(n, q) 
with each non-zero point of R lying on at least t members of B, t > 1. Then 
IBJ>(n+t-l)(q-1). 
We now specialize to the case n = 2. 
THEOREM. Let A be any set of non-zero points on the x-axis and let B be 
any set of non-zero points on the y-axis of n= AG(2, q). Let S be a set of 
points in 71 such that each line of n that contains a point of A or B also 
contains a point of S. Then 
ISl3lAI+IBI. 
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Proof: From our hypothesis it follows, in particular, that each line of n 
not through the origin that contains a point of A u B must also contain a 
point of S. Using the duality discussion above the result follows from 
Theorem 1.10. 
The special case of Theorem 2.1 when n = 2 and t = 1 also can be 
obtained by using Theorem 1.10 as follows. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Let W be an intersection set in AG(2, q). Then 
1 Wl32(q-l)+l. 
Proof: Choose any point P of W as the origin of 7t = AG(2, q). Put 
S= W- (P}. Let A, B denote all non-zero points on the x-axis, y-axis, 
respectively. Each line of 71 not through the origin; i.e., each non-zero line 
of 71 contains, by hypothesis, a point of S. The set of non-zero lines of rr 
equals the set of non-zero lines of n containing a point of A or B. Arguing 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 the result follows from Theorem 1.10. 
3. THE JAMISON METHOD 
In this section, we will use the main idea in Jamison [7], a significant 
modification coming in step B which also simplifies the proof in [7]. 
We may regard the points in Q = AG(n, F) = AG(n, q), or the vectors in 
V= V(n, F) = V(n, q), where F= GF(q), as being the elements of 
K= GF(q”), where K is a field extension of F of degree n. As in [7, p. 2571 
any translate (coset) of any k-dimensional subspace of the vector space V 
will be called a k-jlat. Alternatively, an h-flat is just a k-dimensional sub- 
space of Sz. If k = n - 1 then the k-flat is called a hyperplane. Also a k-flat 
not through the origin is called a non-zero k-flat. 
As in [7], to each k-flat L in V we associate the polynomial 
PL(x)= n (X-a) 
n in L 
which is called the root polynomial or Ore polynomial of L. It transpires 
that any non-zero term of the root polynomial of a k-flat in V has degree 
0 or degree qm, where Odmdk. 
Let t, k be positive integers with 1 < t < qk- 1. Then there exists a 
unique “base q” expansion of qk - t in powers of q; i.e., we have 
qk-t=bo+blq+b2q2+ ... +bk--qkpl withOdb,<q-1. 
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Let u be any integer with 0 <U 6 k(q - 1). The max (u, q) denotes 
the largest k-digit number, written in base q, that can be formed from 
coefficients whose sum is at most U. In symbols 
max(u,q)=max{a,+a,q+ ... +~k-lqk-lIuO+ul+ ... +a,-,<~, 
O~<a,~q-l,Oei,<k-l). 
We have the following results. 
3.1. LEMMA. Ifu<v then max(u,q)<max(u, q). 
3.2. LEMMA. For any integer m with 0 <m < k(q- l), we have 
max(k(q-l)-m,q)<qk--1-m. 
Proof 1. We note that max(k(q - l), q) = qk - 1. Now use induction, 
using Lemma 3.1. 
Proof 2. Let (ao, txi, . . . . @k _ I ) realize max (k(q - 1) - m, q). So 
max(k(q- 1)-m, 4) 
=(q-l-p,,)+(q-l-p,)q+ ‘-+(q-l-fik-l)qk-l 
(where&,+/?1~~~+/?k-l=mand06~i<q-1,06i6k-1) 
6qk-1-(/&+&+ “’ +flk-1) 
=qk-l-m. 
Let t be a positive integer. Then a t-covering of the non-zero elements of 
V(n, q) by non-zero k-flats, k d n - 1, is a set S of non-zero k-flats such 
that every non-zero vector in V lies on at least t of the flats of S. 
We can now state the main result of this section which will in turn yield, 
as a special case, an alternative proof of Theorem 2.1 and 2.2. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let t be a positive integer and Sa t-covering of the non- 
zero elements of V = V(n, q) by non-zero k-flats, k > 1. Assume kt < qk + 1. 
Then 
k-l 
ISI$tq”-k-l+ c b,, 
i=l 
where qk - t = c;:,’ b,q’ gives the base q expansion of qk - t. 
ProoJ: In what follows we mainly adhere to the notation of [7], 
modifying the main idea in [7] and the method of proof there, as follows: 
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Let p(x) be the product of all root polynomials pL(x), as L ranges 
through the k-flats in S. As the family S is a t-covering of V* = V- (O), 
the polynomial u(x) = (x4”- ’ - 1)’ must divide p(x). Then we obtain that 
p(x) = u(x) v(x) for u(x) in GF(q”)[x]. Again, 
p(x) = (x4”- l- 1)’ u(x). 
We want to show that this is impossible if 
(1) 
9-l 
IS(<N=tq”-k-l+ c bj. 
i=O 
(2) 
Let aj be the coefficient of the term of degree jt(q” - 1) in p(x), and dj the 
coefficient of the term of degree jt(q” - 1) in u(x). As in [7] we obtain from 
(1) the recursive relations 
ao=(-l)‘do 
a,=d,-, +(-1)‘dj for j>O. (3) 
Since 0 is not covered by the k-flats in S we have 0 #p(O) = a,. Then 
do # 0. If we can show aj = 0 for j > 0 when condition (2) obtains then, 
arguing from (3), as in [7], the main result will follow. 
We show that, assuming condition (2), aj = 0 forj> 0 in a series of steps. 
Step A. We have aj=O ifj>k. 
ProoJ Since t 3 1 we have that N< tq”-k- 1 + k(q- 1). Now 
deg p(x) d qk I S) < qkN. Therefore, 
degp(x)QqkISI<qk(tq”-k-l+k(q-l)) 
=tqn+kqk+‘-(k+l)qk. 
Using that k + 1 d IZ we obtain 
degp(x)<(t+k)q”-(k+l)qk 
<(t+k)q”-(k+l)tk (since, by assumption, tk 6 qk) 
=tq”+kq”-kt-k2t 
ZS tq” + kq” - kt - t (since k 2 1) 
Qtq”+ktq”-kt-t (since t 2 1) 
=(k+l)t(q”-1). 
Step A now follows. 
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Next, assume a,#O. As pointed out above, any term in a root polyno- 
mial of a k-flat of I/ has degree 0 or degree q”, where 0 <m 6 k. Referring 
to Eq. (l), suppose aj # 0. Then we must be able to build up a term of 
degree jt(q” - 1) from p(x). Suppose that such a term is obtained by choos- 
ing a term in x from exactly c0 of the factors (root polynomials) of p(x), 
a term in xY from c1 of the factors in p(x), a term in x9’ from exactly c2 
of the factors in p(x) and, in general, a term in x4’ from exactly ci of the 
factors in p(x), 0 6 id k. Then, by equating degrees we obtain 
jt(q”-l)=c,+c,q+ .‘. +C&Iqk--+cCkqk (4) 
with each ci a non-negative integer and 
c,+cl+ ... +c,-,+c,</Sl<N. (5) 
The first inequality in (5) allows for the possibility that constant term 
factors from some root polynomials may be used in building a term in the 
product p(x). 
Proceeding again by contradiction, note that if such an expansion as in 
(4) exists there is one so that the sum (5) of coefficients is minimal. For 
such a minimal expansion one can argue that ci < q - 1,0 d i < k - 1. Since 
each ci is a non-negative integer, we have 
o<ci<q- 1, O<i<k- 1. (6) 
Step B. c,<jtqnek- 1. (7) 
Proof. Otherwise the sum of the terms on the right-hand side of (4) is 
at least qk( jtqnMk) > jt(q” - 1). 
Step c. ck=jtq”-k-l. 
Proof. Otherwise ck < jtqn-k - 2. Then 
c,+c,q+ ... + “. +Ck-lq’-‘+Ckq k 
<(q-l)+(q-l)q+ ... +(q-1)qk-1+(jtqn-k-2)qk 
= qk - 1+ jtq” - 2qk 
= jtqn - (qk + 1) 
< jtq” - kt since, by hypothesis, kt < qk + 1 
<jtq”-jt since, by Step A, j < k 
=jt(q” - 1). 
To summarize, c0 + c 1 q + . . . + ck- lqk-l + ckqk <jt(qn - 1). This con- 
tradicts (4) and establishes Step C. 
Step D. j> 1. 
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ProoJ Assume j = 1. From Step C, ck = tqnbk - 1. Therefore, from 
(4), co + cl q + . . + ck- 1 qk- ’ = qk - t. since the base q expansion Of 
q’-- t is unique, we have from (6) that ci = b,, 0 < i < k - 1. Then 
c,+c,+ ... +~~-~+c~=~~=~b~+tq*-~-l=N. But this contradicts (5). 
To complete the proof we proceed to Step E. 
Step E. j= 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose j > 1. From Step C, ck =jtqnpk - 1. It follows from (5) 
that C,+Cl+ ... +Ck-l<tqn-k- l-(jtq”~k-l)+CO~i~k~lbi. (Recall 
that the elements b,, 0 6 i< k - 1, give the base q expansion of qk - t.) 
Since t 3 1, we obtain Cy:,’ bi<k(q- 1). From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we 
have 
co+c,q+ ... +ck-,qk-l<qk-l-(j-l)tqn-k. 
Therefore, 
Since n-k>l,j>2, and q32, we have 
Therefore, 
cO+c,q+ '.' +c,~,fCkqk<jt(q'*-l). 
This contradicts (4) and establishes Step E. Theorem 3.1 now follows by 
combining Steps D and E. 
3.2. Remark. It is not clear how necessary the assumption tk < qk + 1 
really is. We note that this assumption is automatically satisfied for t = 1. 
It follows that by putting t = 1, k= n - 1, Theorem 3.1 gives exactly the 
same lower bound for the covering as Theorem 2.2, when t = 1. Also, for 
k = n - 1, Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem 2.2 whenever t(n - 1) < q”-’ + 1. 
4. MORE APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Some of the results in previous sections can be applied not just to inter- 
section sets in affrne spaces but to other situations as well. For example, the 
following simple result, generalizing a result in [3] can easily be extended. 
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It utilizes Theorem 1.4 in showing that certain configurations which are 
combinatorially possible in AG(2, q) are not, in fact, geometrically 
realizable. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let C1 , C’, . . . . C, be a set of m curves, each of degree s, 
in AG(2, q). Denote the number of points in AG(2, q) of Ci by w,, 1 < i < m. 
Assume that 
and that 
w,+w,+ ..’ +w,=q2-1 
sm<2(q- 1). 
Then it is not possible to partition the non-zero points of AG(2, q) by the 
points of the curves C,, CZ, . . . . C,. 
ProoJ Each Ci has an equation fi = 0, 1 d i 6 m. Put F = ny! Ifi, 
Suppose the partitioning were possible. Then designate the “left-over” point 
as the origin. We have 
F(P) = 0, p z (0, 0) 
F(O, 0) # 0 
degF=sm<2(q-1). 
But this contradicts Theorem 1.8, establishing the result. The case where 
q = 9, s = 3, m = 5, wi = w2 = wj = wq = w5 = 16 is mentioned in [3]. 
We can also apply the work to intersection sets in certain affine planes, 
as in [3]. 
4.2. THEOREM. Let IZ be an affine dual translation plane of order q2 with 
(dual) kernel of order q. Let S be an intersection set in z. Then 
ISI 2q2+2(q- 1). 
Proof. We can assume 0 is in S, where rc is a dual translation plane 
with respect to 0. The dual of rc is a translation plane 71 of order q2 with 
kernel of order q. Each line of 71 can then be regarded as a two-dimensional 
subspace of AG(4, q), i.e., as a two-flat in V(4, q). Using the discussion at 
the beginning of Section 3 the result now follows from the main result in 
[7], i.e., from Theorem 3.1, where t = 1, n = 4, k = 2. 
As is pointed out in [7] the bounds in Theorems 2.1, 2.2 are best 
possible for t = 1. Some results for t > 1 are discussed in [2] for the case 
n = 2. As pointed out in Theorem 1.7, the lower bound in Theorems 1.4, 2.1 
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is best possible when an arc of suitable size exists. For various special cases 
it seems that the bound in Theorem 1.4 is tight. However, the following 
question still remains. 
4.3. Question. How good is the bound in Theorem 2.1? 
Because of the connection with the much-examined topic of arcs we also 
raise the following question. 
4.4. Question. In the polynomial ring GF(q)[x,, . . . . x,] let fsatisfy the 
following conditions: 
(4 f(O) f 0. 
(b) mult,f> t for all non-zero points P, t being some positive 
integer. 
(c) degf= (n + t - l)(q- 1). 
Then, how large can t be, given n, q? 
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